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We establish a relationship between the rational solutions (X(r). Y(t)) over E(t). 
R the algebraic closure of a field K, f transcendental over K; of the diophantine 
equation E, 
4/‘X’(r)Z-,~~r.u(t)-sl= }‘(r)‘(4t’-#?/--Si), R2. RTEE: 
and the rational solutions of the elliptic curve E,,, 
It is found that generally the Z-rank of the group E( K( I )) of rational solutions of E 
is I, if E,, has no complex multiplications, _, 7 if char K == 0 and E,, has complex mul- 
tiplications. 4, if char K= p and E,, is supersingular. An actual application is made 
to the case of K equal to a number field. Here the rational solutions of E are 
derivable from the substitutions 
The paper expands on the work of H. Cohn who dealt with the two diophantine 
equationsespectively. corresponding to the cases K= Q(,,‘z) ([ =4$(n)) and 
K=Q(,‘-3) (I=4p’(u)). ( 1986 Academvz Presr. Inc 
Let E, be the elliptic curve over @ defined by 
Y”=4X3-g,x-g,, g,, RJEC 
Let E be the elliptic curve over C(t) defined by 
(4t3-g2f-gfi) Y’=4t3X3-g:!LY-g3. 
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We will show how endomorphisms of E, give rise to points on E(C(t)). 
This will be done first via the analytic methods of [2]. Afterwards we will 
present a purely algebraic approach which has the advantage that we can 
replace C by an arbitrary field. Let L c C be the lattice of periods E,, and 
b(u) the corresponding Weierstrass function. Suppose 
Let 
(Jar), Y(f)) E Ha=(l)). 
t = )4(u), A(u) = j(u) X@(u)), and B(u)=fL’(u) Y(/h(u)). 
From (2) we find 
B(uy = 4&4(u)3 - g~A(u) - 93. (3) 
It follows that there exists a u, depending on u, such that A(zc) =/Z(O) and 
B(u) = p,‘(u). Using the fact that the space of differentials of the first kind 
on E, is one dimensional over @ we deduce &I= i.du for some j” E C such 
that AL G L. It follows that u = lu + p, where 2~ = 0 (L). This process gives 
us necessary conditions for deriving rational solutions of (2). Conversely, if 
3-L c L and 2~ -0 (L) then /z(~J(+ p)/b(u) and b’(jVu+p))/b’(u) are 
rational functions of k(u). Set t = p(u) and 
(4) 
Then (X(t), y(t))~E(C(t)). Thus, 
THEOREM 1. There is one-to-one correspondence betbileen E(@( r)) and 
f~E@)1LEL)O~L/LsEnd(E,)OE,[2]. 
Remark a. Both E(@(t)) and End(&) 0 E,[2] are abelian groups. The 
one-to-one correspondence of the theorem is in fact an isomorphism. This 
can be seen directly from the application of the addition formulas for b(u). 
It will also follow from our algebraic considerations given below. 
Remark b. The Z-rank of E(C(t)) is two or one depending on whether 
E, admits complex multiplication or not. 
Remark c. If (X(t), Y(t)) E E(C(t)) then the corresponding multiplier i 
can be obtained from the equation 
AY(t) = tx’(t) + X(r). 
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Proof: Differentiate #2(u) X(t) = #(Au + p) with respect to U. We find 
Since dtjdu = #z’(u) the result follows by dividing both sides by p’(u). 
Remark d. If (X(t), Y(t)) E E(@(I)), then the degree of tX(t) is Ii1 ‘. 
Proof This follows from (4) and the theory of complex multiplication. 
Remark e. Suppose K is a number field and that 4X3 - g,X- g, splits 
over K[X], i.e., E,[2] is rational over K. Suppose E, has complex mul- 
tiplication by an order in F, an imaginary quadratic number field. Then, 
every element in End(&) is defined over K = KF (see [4, p. 1191). Then, 
here too, 
End(E,)OE,[2]~:(K(t)). 
As an example, consider E,,: Y’ =4X3 -4X. Then End(&)% Z[i], 
F= Q(i), K= Q and E: f’X3 - (t’ - I) Y’ = X, when p(u) = t. It follows 
that 
E(Q(i)(t))zZ[i] 0 (Z/277) 
as abelian groups. By (4) and complex multiplication by i, i = I 
corresponds to the point (1, 1) and L = i corresponds to the point ( - 1. i). 
According to [3] { (1, 1 ), ( - 1, i)) generate, by the addition formulas for 
E, the solutions (X, Y) E Q(i)( 1). Then we see as an application of this, that 
E.=l+i- (1(1, 1)orI(-l,i)) 
yields the solution for j(u) = t, 
X(+p-I I t’- 1 
2rr” 
Y(t)=?--, 
21(l+i) t- 
We note that although H. Cohn in [2] found in the similar case 
E,: Y?=4X3-x, t=4t/‘(u), 
E: tX’-(t- 1) Y’=X, 
by the addition formulas that 
c t-l r.=1+i++ - t+l 2it ’ 2it(l + i) 1 
the theory is still the same for different substitutions of p(u) in terms oft. 
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Now consider the following generalization: Suppose E,: Y2 = 
4X3 - g,X- g, is an elliptic curve over a field K. fi- is the algebraic closure 
of K t is transcendental over K. Redefine (1) as the elliptic curve 
E: (4t3-g2t-g3) Y(t)2=4t3X(t)3-g2tX(t)-g,, 
gz- g, E Kv (at), y(t)) 65 R(t). (5) 
The group of rational points E(&t)) is determined then by 
THEOREM 2. E(&t))~End~(&,)@E,[2]. 
The proof is given essentially in three steps: 
Step 1. Let y(t)=v/4t3-g,r-gi, L=K(t,y(t)). Define 4: E,-+E by 
$4& Y) = (4tYt, Y(thwtff, as a homomorphism defined over L. Par- 
ticularly, 4 is an isomorphism over L since if (X(t), Y(t)) E E( R( t )), then 
(tat), y(t) Y(t)) E &mm 
Remark. According to the theory on abelian varieties, every rational 
map & between elliptic curves, e.g., c?: E, -+ Ez is of the form 
6(X, Y)=A(X, Y)+Q (see [6, pp. 24253) 
3. E Hom(E,, E2) and QEE~. 
Step 2. Let x: I& + E, be a rational map defined over K Then 
oL(X Y) = (R,(X) + R,(X) Y, S,(X) -I S,(X) Y), 
where R,, Rz, S,, S2 E&X). By the remark 
ct(X Y) = /1(X, Y) + Q, ;1 E End#$I. Q E Et,(~). 
COROLLARY 1. R2 = S, = 0 tf and only if c( commutes with - 1 E 
End( E,). 
ProoJ: If P = (X, Y) E E,, then 
(a 0 f - 1 ))(f’) = WX - J-7 = (R,(X) - MX) Y, S,(X) - S,(X) Y), 
(-l)oa(P)= -cc(X, Y)=(R,(X)+R,(X) Y, -S,(X)-S,(X) Y). 
The result follows upon analyzing the composed maps. This implies that: 
COROLLARY 2. CY has the form rr(X, Y) = (R(X), S(X) Y) if and on@ if 
a(X, Y) = ;i(X, Y> + Q, J E EndK(E,,) and Q E E,[2]. 
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Remark. We analyze the above statements in the general case and com- 
pare them to the restricted case where E is defined over Q. Consider 
(f, ,/wi) E E&&t)). By the above corollaries 
cI( t, JW) = A( t, j4t” - 92 t - gj 
I 
=(Rft), SWJ4r’-gzt-g,). 
The claim is that (R(t)/& S(t)) E E(R(t)), and every point arises from this 
pair. The restricted case deals with the solution 
Wt) = fdiu + PL)lfdU), Y(t)=~‘(j.U+~))/~‘(U), t=/t(u), 
p=cfJlrW2,0.31 rZ a complex multiplier, (p(u), fi’(u) f parametrizing E,. The 
precise relationship between the restricted case and the general case is that 
tj4lu + P), fi’W+ ~1) = (R(~(u)), b’(u) S@(u))) 
= (R(t), JWKZf S(t)). 
So (X(t), Y(t)) = (R(t)/& S(t)) when A corresponds to an algebraic 
endomorphism and p corresponds to a translation by a point of order 2 
on Eo. 
Step 3. Let P, = (t, r(t)) E: E,(I?(t)). Consider the map (i, Q) -+ 
qS(A(P,)+ Q) from End,&&)@E,[2] to E(R(t)). This is a homomorphism 
and is one-to-one. We show that it is onto. 
Let (X(t), Y(t))~~(~(t)). Then (M(t), ;$t) Y(t))~E*(~(t)) by step 1. 
Then p: (t, v(t)) -+ (tX( I), y(t) Y(t)) defines a rational map over 13 from E, 
to E, (like M in step 2). By using Corollary 2 we see b(Pr) = A(P,) + Q for 
some ?~End~(&) and QEE,[~]. Thus (X(t), Y(t))=#(i(P,)+Q). 
CONCLUSION 
The Z-rank of E(R(t)) is 1 if E0 has no complex multiplications, i.e., j, is 
not a singular invariant; 2 if K has characteristic 0, j, is a singular 
invariant and E, has complex multiplications; 4 if K has char p and E, is 
supersinguIar. 
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